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Abstract

We explore the implications of an increase in clean technology spillovers between devel-

oped and developing countries. We build a 2-stage 2-country game of abatements in which

players are linked with technology spillovers. We show that, within a non-cooperative frame-

work, the response of clean technology investments in developed countries to an increase in

cross-country technology spillovers is ambiguous. If the marginal benefits of these additional

abatements are not sufficiently high, developed countries have a strategic incentive to decrease

investments rather than provide developing countries with further incentives to abate. Such

a strategic response jeopardizes the initial effects of an increase in technology spillovers on

climate change mitigation.
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1 Introduction

There is a particular enthusiasm regarding the contribution of clean technology diffusion to climate

change mitigation. This is reflected both in policy and academic circles. International institutions

argue that technology transfer from developed to developing countries is key for climate change

mitigation (World Bank, 2010; IPCC, 2000).1 Some scholars are particularly enthusiastic. Popp

(2011) considers that “the diffusion of clean technologies will play a vital role in any climate sta-

bilization strategy.” Aghion et al. (2009) suggest that as clean technology innovations spread from

developed to developing countries, the latter will naturally implement these technologies, which

will translate into more global abatements. Dutz & Sharma (2012) recommend promoting catch-up

innovations and making them more widespread by improving absorptive capacities in developing

countries. Facilitating access to clean technologies and stimulating their uptake are described as

essential parts of an effective green growth policy for developing countries.

In this paper, we show that, in a non-cooperative framework, developing countries may be

reluctant to foster technology diffusion. For a given level of technology, an increase in technology

spillovers leads to a reallocation of the abatement effort from developed to developing countries (a

variant of the well-known carbon leakage effect). We show that this effect is further exacerbated

if such a rise in technology spillovers leads to a decrease in climate-friendly technology invest-

ments in developed countries. This occurs when the marginal benefits of abatements are steep.

This case is of particular importance given the most recent literature on climate change that shows

that there are “tipping points” in the global impact of climate change around which the benefits

of climate mitigation drop abruptly.2 In that framework, we claim that if countries expect that,

given the actual level of spillovers, most damages from climate change will be avoided by future

abatements, increasing technology spillovers would decrease the level of investment in technology.

Evidence shows that technology absorption responds to environmental regulation (Lanjouw &

Mody, 1996; Hilton, 2001; Gallagher, 2006; Lovely & Popp, 2011). Therefore, to foster absorp-

1For instance, the United Nations Framework Conference on Climate Change (UNFCCC) “urges developed country
Parties and Annex II Parties (...) to promote, facilitate and finance (...) the transfer of (...) environmentally sound
technologies and know-how to (...) developing countries” (UNFCCC Website, 2013).

2See Alley et al. (2005), Rockström et al. (2009) and Barnosky et al. (2012).
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tion of green technologies invented in developed countries, developing countries need to undertake

reforms in key areas. These include facilitating access to existing technologies, stimulating their

uptake and building absorptive capacities (Dutz & Sharma, 2012).3 International initiatives also

exist, the most important ones being financing mechanisms such as the Clean Development Mech-

anism (CDM) of the Kyoto Protocol, the Global Environment Facility (GEF), the new Carbon

Partnership Facility or the Clean Technology Fund. Dechezleprêtre et al. (2008) provide evidence

that more general policies in developing countries designed to improve absorptive capacities in-

crease the effects of these initiatives.

Hence, it is reasonable to assume that for technology transfers to happen, there need to ex-

ist an agreement among countries to share the benefits from enhanced technology diffusion. If

countries have equal bargaining power, we show that developing countries may require mone-

tary transfers from developed countries in order to use clean technologies invented in the latter.

Such agreements are however unlikely to occur in practice, as they would rely on perfect contracts

and accurate estimations of the expected impact of spillovers on future investments in developed

countries. Thus, the main policy implication is that the key for climate change mitigation through

technology spillovers may not be a commitment of developed countries to a level of abatement but

rather a commitment to invest in clean technologies.

While policies to increase technology spillovers could be easily implemented, evidence indeed

suggests that clean technology diffusion between developed and developing countries is poor. Fig-

ure 1 shows the number of patents application filed in China and India by inventors residing in

OECD countries over the number of patents filed in OECD countries by local inventors. This ratio

is an indicator of technology transfers.4 We plot the trends of two different industries, namely

information and communication technologies (ICT) and clean technologies. We observe that, over

the last few years, clean technology transfers have been lower than ICT transfers between OECD

countries and the most polluting developing countries, China and India. Technology transfers

could also take place through the adoption and adaptation of green technologies embedded in im-

ported consumption goods. However, Dutz & Sharma (2012) provide evidence that there is no
3This can be done through openness to trade, foreign direct investment and by strengthening education and skills

(Dutz & Sharma, 2012; Popp, 2011; World Bank, 2010).
4See Dechezleprêtre et al. (2011) for a discussion.
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upward trend in the imports of green products in developing countries.

Figure 1: Transfers in ICT and clean technologies. Source: PATSTAT Database.

Our paper relates to several strands of the economic literature. A series of papers have ad-

dressed how the presence of technology spillovers could affect the incentives to join a self-enforcing

International Environmental Agreement (IEA) (Barrett, 2006; Carraro et al., 2006; De Conink et

al., 2008; Hoel & de Zeeuw, 2010). The approach adopted in this paper is different: unlike an IEA

in which some of the countries cooperate, we consider a non-cooperative framework. Another line

of research has focused on the implications of investments in clean technology in a transboundary

pollution control model (Van der Ploeg & de Zeeuw, 1994; Xepapedeas, 1995). Unlike us, these

papers consider technology transfers to be fixed and countries are identical.5 Our contribution

relates more closely to Golombek & Hoel (2004), who show that for a given level of technology

spillovers, if a developed country starts caring more about the environment, it will increase both

its R&D expenditures and abatements. Depending on the slope of the benefits from aggregate

abatements, the developing country may in turn choose to decrease its abatements. Our approach

differs in the sense that we take preferences over the environment as given and let the technology

spillovers vary.

5An exception is Stranlund (1996) that addresses the role of climate sound technological aid in a less-advanced
country. However, he considers donors that cannot use their own aid. In contrast, we make the key assumption that
technology helps both the donor and the recipient countries to achieve climate change mitigation objectives.
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In our model, the possibility of spillovers decreasing the R&D investment comes from marginally

decreasing benefits from abatements. Hence, while building on a setting similar to Beccherle &

Tirole (2011) and Schmidt & Strausz (2014), we identify a novel effect because these papers as-

sume linear benefits. This paper also relates to a strand of the industrial organization literature

that considers the strategic dimension of investments. In particular, Fudenberg & Tirole (1984)

and Bulow et al. (1985) are two independent works that address the role of investments on ex post

firms’ behaviors in a non-cooperative framework. This paper shows how such strategic considera-

tions apply in a global public good provision game.

In Section 2, we provide two simple examples to illustrate our results. We show that the con-

cavity of the benefit function is the key to understanding the impact of spillovers on technology

investment. If marginal benefits do not decrease too abruptly, larger technology spillovers lead

to higher levels of investment in technology and aggregate abatements increase substantially. If

marginal benefits decrease quickly, larger spillovers can lead to a decrease in technology. This

exacerbates the carbon leakage effect and implies only a modest increase in abatements.

In Section 3, we present a more general model together with comparative statics for a change

in the parameter of technology spillovers. In Section 4, we provide the sufficient and necessary

conditions for technology spillovers to increase the equilibrium investment in technology, and

study the impact of technology spillovers on both players’ welfare. We then study, in Section 5,

the implementation of technology transfers as a bargaining between a developed and a developing

country, where countries use monetary transfers in order to share the aggregate benefits from tech-

nology spillovers. We then allow for the benefits of abatements to affect countries heterogeneously.

We discuss the policy implications of our results and conclude in Section 6.

2 Two illustrative examples

Following Beccherle and Tirole (2011), we assume that the world is populated by two countries

that play a 2-stage game. The two countries are asymmetric in their technology endowment. Coun-

try 1 - the developed country - is the only one able to choose to invest in a public policy that lowers
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abatement costs. Through the paper, we write that Country 1 “invests in technology”.6 Country

2 - the developing country - is able to capture the benefit of the investments made by country 1

through technology spillovers.

In the first stage, country 1 chooses its level of investment in clean technology. In the second

stage, each country simultaneously decides its own level of abatement. The technology is such

that the cost functions for country 1 and country 2 are, respectively:

c1 =
a2

1
2x

+ x (1)

c2 =
a2

2
2γx

(2)

where ai ≥ 0 is the level of abatement of country i ∈ {1,2}, and x ≥ 0 is the level of investment

chosen by country 1. We assume a unit cost of technology and we denote by γ the capacity of

country 2 to absorb the benefit of x. In other words, γ defines the intensity of technology spillovers

between the two countries. In this section, we compare two polar cases. Without technology

spillovers (γ = 0), the developing country has arbitrarily high marginal costs of abatement and

therefore does not abate at equilibrium. With perfect technology spillovers (γ = 1), the developing

country has abatement costs identical to the developed country.

In the second stage, each country simultaneously decides their own level of abatement as a

function of technology investment made by country 1 in stage 1. Eventually, payoffs πi = b− ci,

where b represents the benefits of joint abatements, are received. We solve the game by backward

induction and look for subgame perfect Nash equilibria. We first derive the optimal abatements in

period 2. Next, we determine what is the optimal technology investment for country 1 in period 1.

2.1 Case 1: Increasing technology investments spillovers

Assume first that the two countries have an identical concave benefit function of the form:

bl =−
(2−a1−a2)

2

2
(3)

6In practice, this encompasses a number of policies in favour of public and private investment in clean technologies,
but we follow the standard specification that a country directly invests in a level of technology.
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Without technology spillovers, we have that γ = 0. In the second period, we know by defi-

nition that country 2’s marginal costs of abatement are too high. Therefore, its equilibrium abate-

ments are given by a∗2 = 0 regardless of the investment made by country 1. Hence, in period 2,

country 1 faces the following maximization problem:

a∗1 = argmax
a1
−(2−a1)

2

2
− a2

1
2x
− x (4)

with x determined in period 1. We find that, at equilibrium, a∗1 = 2x/1+ x, a∗2 = 0. In period 1,

country 1 chooses its optimal level of technology given a∗1,a
∗
2:

x∗ = argmax
x
−(2−a∗1)

2

2
− (a∗1)

2

2x
− x (5)

We find x∗ =
√

2−1≈ 0.41. Hence, in the subgame perfect Nash equilibrium, a∗1 ≈ 0.59 and

a∗2 = 0.

With full technology spillovers, γ = 1. In period 2, country 1 and country 2 face the following

maximization problems respectively:

a∗1 = argmax
a1
−(2−a1−a2)

2

2
− a2

1
2x
− x (6)

a∗2 = argmax
a2
−(2−a1−a2)

2

2
− a2

2
2x

(7)

with x determined in period 1. We find that a∗1 = a∗2 = 2x/1+2x. In period 1, country 1 chooses its

optimal level of technology given a∗1,a
∗
2:

x∗ = argmax
x
−(2−a∗1−a∗2)

2

2
− (a∗1)

2

2x
− x (8)

We find x∗ = 0.5. Hence, in the subgame perfect Nash equilibrium, a∗1 = a∗2 = 0.5. Thus, in

this first example, an increase in technology spillovers provokes an overall increase in cost-saving

technology investments.
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Figure 2: Two examples on the impact of technology spillovers

2.2 Case 2: Decreasing equilibrium investments spillovers

Let us consider now a variant of this game, with both players having a benefit function of the form:

bh =−(2−a1−a2)
2 (9)

Without technology spillovers, as before, a∗2 = 0 regardless of the technology level. Solving a

similar maximization problem as in case 1, we find that in period 2, a∗1 = 4x/1+2x, a∗2 = 0. In period

1, country 1 chooses its optimal level of technology given a∗1,a
∗
2. We find x∗ = 1

2(2
√

2−1)≈ 0.91.

Hence, in the subgame perfect Nash equilibrium, a∗1 ≈ 1.29 and a∗2 = 0.

With full technology spillovers, γ = 1. We find that in period 2, a∗1 = a∗2 = 4x/1+4x. In period

1, country 1 chooses its optimal level of technology given a∗1,a
∗
2. We find x∗ ≈ 0.63. Hence, in the

subgame perfect Nash equilibrium, a∗1 = a∗2 ≈ 0.72.

The difference between case 1 and case 2 can be seen on Figure 2 where bl and bh are repre-

sented. The bl curve is less concave that the bh curve as for any value of (a1+a2), bh has a steeper

slope. In other words, marginal benefits of abatements decrease faster with bh. Therefore, with bl ,

when γ = 0, a∗1+a∗2 = 0.59 and there is still room for large benefits from abatements. The slope of

bl is high and decreases slowly. Hence, as investments of country 1 create incentives for country
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2 to abate via technology spillovers, country 1 chooses to increase technology investments so that

aggregate abatements reach a∗1 + a∗2 = 1. Moreover, welfare gains are relatively similar for both

countries. For country1, payoffs rise from π1 ≈−1.88 to π1 =−1.25. For country 2, they increase

from π2 ≈−1.26 to π2 =−0.75.

With bh, the marginal gains from additional abatements are rapidly decreasing.7 As a con-

sequence, country 1 is willing to decrease technology investments while benefiting from the ad-

ditional abatements provided by country 2. Unsurprisingly, payoffs of country 1 increases from

π1 ≈−2.33 to π1 =−1.36 while payoffs of country 2 decreases from π2 ≈−0.5 to π2 =−0.72.

3 The model

We now present a generalization of this idea. The model is a two-country two-stage abatement

game. Country 1 and country 2 have the following general payoff functions:

π1 = b(a1 +a2)− c(a1,x)−αx (10)

π2 = b(a1 +a2)− c(a2,γx) (11)

where ai, i ∈ {1,2} is the abatement of country i, b(.) and c(.) are the benefit functions of (com-

mon) abatements and the cost function of (private) abatements respectively. Clean technology

investments made by country 1 in the first stage are represented by x. The parameter γ accounts

for the intensity of technology transfers through technology spillovers between the developed and

the developing country. This time, we assume γ ∈ [0,1].8

Throughout the rest of the paper, we shall assume the following general assumptions:

b′ =
∂b
∂a
≥ 0 ; c′ =

∂c
∂a
≥ 0 ;

∂c
∂x
≤ 0 ; b′′ =

∂ 2b
(∂a)2 < 0 ; c′′ =

∂ 2c
(∂a)2 > 0 ;

∂ 2c
∂a∂x

≤ 0 ;
∂ 2c
∂x2 ≥ 0

(12)

7In addition to the graphical inspection, it is easy to see that at equilibrium when γ = 0, b′l = ∂bl/∂a ≈ 1.42, b′′l =
∂ 2bl/(∂a)2 = −1, b′h ≈ 1.42 and b′′h = −2. Thus, while having identical slopes at equilibrium, marginal benefits of
abatements decrease twice as fast with bh.

8We borrow this specification of imperfect spillovers to Spence (1984).
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Thus, benefit and cost functions are continuous and twice differentiable, marginal benefits of

(global) abatements are decreasing, marginal costs of (private) abatements are increasing and in-

vestments lower the abatement costs. Furthermore, investments in clean technology also lower the

marginal costs of abatements. Finally, returns on investments are diminishing.

We look for subgame perfect Nash equilibria and solve the game by backward induction.

Hence, we start with the analysis of the second stage.

3.1 Second stage

In this stage, country 1 and country 2 decide simultaneously how much abatement to provide. Best

responses of each country are given by:

a1(a2,x,γ) = argmax
a1

b(a1 +a2)− c(a1,x) (13)

a2(a1,x,γ) = argmax
a2

b(a1 +a2)− c(a2,γx) (14)

The choices of abatements are determined by a Nash equilibrium {a∗1(x,γ),a∗2(x,γ)}, which is

characterized by the following conditions:

b′ =
∂c(a1,x)

∂a1
(15)

b′ =
∂c(a2,γx)

∂a2
(16)

At equilibrium, as abatements are a global public good, equations (15) and (16) imply that

∂c(a1,x)/∂a1 = ∂c(a2,γx)/∂a2. As we have 0≤ γ ≤ 1, it must be that:

a∗1 ≥ a∗2. (17)

This result is just the consequence of the fact that players are asymmetric in their abatement costs.

The most efficient player (the developed country) provides more abatements than the least efficient

one (the developing country).

Lemma 1 For every x, ∂a∗1/∂γ ≤ 0 while ∂a∗2/∂γ ≥ 0. However, ∂ (a∗1 +a∗2)/∂γ ≥ 0.
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Proof. See Mathematical Appendix.

The intuition underlying Lemma 1 is that, for a given level of technology investment x, an

increase in γ results in the two countries becoming more symmetric. Country 2, which initially

provides less abatement (equation (17)), provides more. Conversely, country 1 reduces its abate-

ment provision. Thus, all other things held constant, an increase in γ is also a transfer of abatements

from the most to the least efficient country. In other words, it generates a carbon leakage and the

burden of climate change mitigation is redistributed towards country 2. However, the net effect on

the sum of abatements is positive. Indeed, an increase in γ also implies a reduction in the overall

abatement costs (i.e. abatement costs of country 1 are unchanged but abatement costs of country 2

are reduced). Since it is cheaper to abate, aggregate abatements increase. In the special case of the

quadratic costs studied in the examples, c(a1,x) = a2
1/2x and c(a1,γx) = a2

2/2γx, equations (15) and

(16) simplify to

b′ =
a1

x
=

a2

γx
. (18)

Hence, a∗2 = γa∗1.

3.2 First stage

In the first stage of the game, country 1 has to determine the optimal investment x that both coun-

tries will use in the second stage. Formally, country 1 faces the following maximization problem:

x∗ = argmax
x

b(a∗1 +a∗2)− c(a∗1,x)−αx (19)

Equilibrium investment x∗ is then determined by the first-order condition of this maximization

problem, which is given by:

b′
∂a∗2
∂x
− ∂c

∂x
−α = 0 (20)

Thus, a characterization of the Nash equilibrium of the game is a set of strategies

{x∗(γ),a∗1(x,γ),a∗2(x,γ)}.

Equation (20) shows that country 1 considers the effects of its own investments (in clean tech-
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nology) on country 2. That is, in the presence of technology spillovers, investment has an indirect

effect as it changes country 2’s ex post abatements. This effect is described by ∂a∗2/∂x in equation

(20).

In general, the sign of this effect is ambiguous, as an increase in technology reduces costs for

country 2 but has an higher impact on the costs of country 1. However, in the special case of the

quadratic costs studied in the examples, c(a1,x) = a2
1/2x and c(a1,γx) = a2

2/2γx, we can derive the

following additional results.

Claim 1 With quadratic costs of abatement, for γ ∈ [0,1], ∂a∗1/∂x ≥ 0 and ∂a∗2/∂x ≥ 0. As a result,

∂ (a∗1 +a∗2)/∂x≥ 0.

Proof. See Mathematical Appendix.

Corollary 1 With quadratic costs of abatement, for γ ∈ [0,1], ∂a∗2/∂x = γ ∂a∗1/∂x. As a result, ∂a∗2/∂x≤
∂a∗1/∂x.

Proof. See Mathematical Appendix.

4 Increased technology spillovers

In this section, we carry out the analysis of the effects induced by an increase in technology

spillovers on abatements and payoffs at equilibrium. Such effects on ai, i ∈ {1,2} are formally

given by:
da∗i
dγ

=
∂a∗i
∂γ︸︷︷︸

Direct effect

+
∂a∗i
∂x

∂x∗

∂γ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Indirect effect

(21)

We see that the total effect of an increase in γ on abatements is the sum of two distinct effects.

First, the direct effect on abatements described in Lemma 1. Second, the indirect effect through

investments x. We must now sign ∂x∗/∂γ, that is, country 1’s investments response to changes in

technology spillovers.

Proposition 1 Equilibrium investments by country 1 increase with technology spillovers whenever

the benefits from additional abatements generated by an improved technology are sufficiently high.
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A necessary and sufficient condition is given by:

b′
∂ 2a∗2
∂x∂γ

≥−b′′
∂a∗2
∂γ

(
∂a∗1
∂x

+
∂a∗2
∂x

)
(22)

Proof. Thanks to assumptions (12) and the implicit function theorem, ∂x∗/∂γ has the same sign as

∂ 2π1/∂x∂γ. Therefore, we have that:

∂ 2π1

∂x∂γ
= b′

∂ 2a∗2
∂x∂γ

+b′′
∂a∗2
∂γ

(
∂a∗1
∂x

+
∂a∗2
∂x

)
(23)

The sign of equation (23) is ambiguous which implies that condition (1) might not hold. For in-

stance, it is not necessarily the case that ∂ 2a∗2/∂x∂γ ≥ 0, as the sign of this expression depends on the

third-derivatives of the benefit functions for which we make no specific assumptions. However, in

the examples provided in this paper, this condition always holds. If ∂ 2a∗2/∂x∂γ ≤ 0, we automatically

have ∂ 2π1/∂x∂γ ≤ 0 and country 1 decreases investments x∗ as γ increases.

The intuition underlying Proposition 1 is as follows. Provided that ∂ 2a∗2/∂x∂γ ≥ 0, when γ in-

creases, country 2 is more responsive to country 1’s investments. As a result, incentives for coun-

try 1 to invest increase. This is illustrated by the first term of the right-hand side of equation

(23). On the other hand, for a given x, the additional abatements provided by country 2 have a

lower marginal value as marginal benefits of abatements are declining. Consequently, incentives

for country 1 to invest decrease. This is illustrated by the second term of the right-hand side of

equation (23). The sum of these two effects determines the reaction of x to an increase in γ .

The decline in marginal benefits of abatements is crucial to understand the impact of an in-

crease in cross-country technology spillovers. High absolute values of b′′ tend to reduce the impact

of γ on the marginal benefit of technology investments in country 1. At a given equilibrium, if the

next abatement has an arbitrarily low value (that is, if b′′ is arbitrarily high in absolute value at that

point), country 1 will reduce its technology investments as a response to an increase in technology

spillovers. The reason is that country 1’s investments response will accordingly attenuate or exac-
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erbate the carbon leakage defined in Lemma 1. In the special case of the quadratic costs studied in

the examples, c(a1,x) = a2
1/2x and c(a1,γx) = a2

2/2γx, and if ∂x∗/∂γ ≥ 0, from Lemma 1 and Claim 1,

we have:
da∗1
dγ

=
∂a∗1
∂γ︸︷︷︸
≤0

+
∂a∗1
∂x

∂x∗

∂γ︸ ︷︷ ︸
≥0

(24)

and we see that the indirect effect of increased investments limits the direct adverse reaction of

country 1’s abatements to an increase in technology spillovers. In contrast, by decreasing its

investments, country 1 exacerbates carbon leakage. In doing so, country 1 chooses a world with

less additional abatement provided by country 2, but with more free riding. To see this, note that:

da∗1
dγ
− da∗2

dγ
=

(
∂a∗1
∂γ
− ∂a∗2

∂γ

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

≤0

+

(
∂a∗1
∂x
− ∂a∗2

∂x

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

≥0

∂x∗

∂γ
(25)

from Lemma 1 and Corollary 1. As γ increases, the difference between country 1 and country 2’s

abatements decreases even further if ∂x∗/∂γ ≤ 0.

Thus, as cross-country spillovers increase, country 1 observes that country 2 is more able to

abate. One would expect rising γ to increase investments in country 1 as they can now increasingly

benefit country 2. This is only true if the marginal benefits of these additional abatements are high

enough. Otherwise, country 1 takes the increased capability of country 2 as an opportunity to shift

the burden of climate change mitigation instead of providing it with further incentives to abate. As

its capacity to abate increases, country 2 might be left with a more difficult challenge.

Finally, we can characterize the welfare implications of an increase in cross-county technology

spillovers.

Proposition 2 At equilibrium, an increase in technology spillovers makes country 1 better off.

Country 2 is better off with technology spillovers if and only if:

b′
da∗1
dγ
≥ ∂c

∂γ
+

∂c
∂x

∂x∗

∂γ
(26)
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Proof. See Mathematical Appendix

The intuition underlying Proposition 2 is that country 1 is better off with an increase in tech-

nology spillovers as it can now free ride on the additional abatements provided by country 2. The

effect on the payoff of country 2 is ambiguous. Country 2 observes a direct effect of decreasing

abatements of country 1 (the carbon leakage). However, as equation (24) shows, this adverse effect

is attenuated if country 1 increases investment in response to an increase in technology spillovers.

In this case, country 2 can enjoy a reduction in abatement costs thanks to the additional technology

provided by country 1. Thus, the sign of the left-hand side of equation (26) is ambiguous as the

sign of da∗1/dγ is ambiguous. The first term on the right-hand side is clearly negative, as the direct

impact of spillovers is to decrease costs. The sign of the second term is however also ambiguous.

While the effect of a better technology is to decrease the costs (∂c/∂x < 0), the effect of spillovers

can be either to increase or decrease the equilibrium investment in technology (as shown in Propo-

sition 1). This also implies that if country 1 could commit not to decrease its investment in R&D,

country 2 would always be better off when technology spillovers increase.

Hoel (1991) and Golombek & Hoel (2004) show that with marginally decreasing benefits from

abatements, one country caring more about the environment may induce the other one to abate less

in equilibrium. In their paper, an increase in the environmental sensibility of a developed country

always increases the investment in technology, as this country directly benefits from the investment

for the additional abatements that it provides. Our case is different. Instead of measuring the

impact of a change in preferences, we measure the impact of a change in the level of spillovers.

If spillovers increase, the developed country has the opportunity to impose more of the climate

change mitigation burden on the developing country. As Propositions 1 and 2 show, this might

result in lower investment in technology by the developed country, and a net loss for the developing

country.

5 Bargaining for technology spillovers

So far, we have considered technology spillovers as given. In this section, we define the feasible

technology spillovers level that both countries would agree on. We continue to assume that both
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investment in technology and abatements are decided non-cooperatively, but for an increase in

technology spillovers to occur it has to be accepted by the two countries. We assume that coun-

tries need to reach an agreement in order to share the gains generated by an increase in technology

spillovers. We model this process as a Nash bargaining that takes place among countries in order to

decide on the level of technology spillovers to be implemented and the associated monetary trans-

fers. We first provide a general characterization of technology spillovers and monetary transfers at

equilibrium. Then, we use analytical examples to illustrate the effects at stake.

5.1 General results

We assume that the current state of spillovers γl is given and that it is feasible to increase it up to a

level γh. We define bargaining over technology spillovers as follows:

Definition 1 Given a level of technology spillovers γl , the outcome of a Nash bargaining over the

gains generated by an increase in technology spillovers is a pair {γh,T}, with γh ≥ γl and T the

(possibly negative) monetary transfers from the developed to the developing country. We assume

the bargaining power of developed and developing countries to be (1− β ) and β respectively.

Bargaining over spillovers happens in an initial stage, before investments in technology are made

in the developed country.

A first important remark is that, in a non-cooperative setting, increasing technology spillovers

from γl to γh may simply be impossible if the developing country does not benefit from the addi-

tional technology (if the condition presented in Proposition 2 is not fulfilled), even with additional

monetary transfers. Indeed, if the implementation of the technology is not contractible, the devel-

oping country could perfectly accept a transfer T to increase spillovers and not make the necessary

adaptations to implement such an increase. A second important remark regards the choice of tim-

ing for bargaining over spillovers. If a rise in spillovers happened only after technology investment

is made, it would simply correspond to a positive externality from the developed to the developing

country. What we want to understand with this model however is how technology spillovers affect

investments in technology in the developed country. We therefore need to assume bargaining over

larger spillovers to happen at the beginning of the game. In practice, bargaining over spillovers

happens all the time and developing countries trade off an immediate positive externality of a given

technology spillover with the incentives on future investments modeled in the present paper.
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Proposition 3 If either spillovers are contractible, or π2(γh) ≥ π2(γl), all possible technology

spillovers γh are implemented with a monetary transfer T (γl,γh),

T (γl,γh) =
∫

γh

γl

[
∂b
∂a

(β
∂a2

∂γ
− (1−β )

da1

dγ
)+(1−β )(

∂c
∂x

∂x
∂γ

+
∂c
∂γ

)]dγ. (27)

Proof. See mathematical appendix.

As for the previous results, the equilibrium transfers depend on the curvature of the benefit

curve. Equation (27) can be disentangled in two parts. First, the direct effect of spillovers: pro-

vided that β is sufficiently high, an increase in γ increases the monetary transfer T simply because

the surplus increases more for the developed country 1. However, for a given level of technology

x, marginal transfers are decreasing with γ , as benefits from abatements are also marginally de-

creasing. Second, the indirect effect: an increase in γ affects the investment in technology. For

this second effect, an increase in x acts as a substitute for monetary transfers, because it allows

country 2 to receive a higher share of the total surplus before any transfer. Thus, as the marginal

benefit curve is decreasing when abatements increase, the impact of γ on investment in technology

decreases with γ .

5.2 Analytical functions

Next, we use analytical payoff functions in order to illustrate this equilibrium bargaining outcome.

To simplify the computations, we assume that both countries have equal bargaining power. There-

fore, equation (27) rewrites

T (γl,γh) =
1
2

∫
γh

γl

[
∂b
∂a

(
∂a2

∂γ
− da1

dγ
)+

∂c
∂x

∂x∗

∂γ
+

∂c
∂γ

]dγ (28)

To disentangle the two effects presented in Proposition 3, we first use payoff functions for

which technology spillovers do not affect equilibrium investments in technology (that is, ∂x∗/∂γ =

0). Hence, the second effect is neutralized. We then compare the results to those obtained using

the functions presented in Section 2, with either positive or negative impact of spillovers on tech-

nology. In the first subsection, we continue to assume identical benefits from climate mitigation
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among countries. In the second subsection, we study the implication of heterogeneous impact of

climate change.

a. Homogenous impact of climate change

Let us consider a variant of the examples presented in Section 2, with bm = log(a1 + a2), so that

countries have the following payoff functions:

π1 = log(a1 +a2)−
a2

1
2x
− x (29)

π2 = log(a1 +a2)−
a2

2
2γx

(30)

It is easy to show that the equilibrium of the 2-stage game is characterized by:

a∗1 =

√
x∗

γ +1
(31)

a∗2 = γ

√
x∗

γ +1
(32)

x∗ =
1
2

(33)

From equation (33), we can see that x∗ does not depend on γ . Figure 3 plots the respective val-

ues of the players’ payoffs, together with the equilibrium marginal transfer dT from the developed

to the developing country when γ increases. The total transfer T ∗ for an interval of γ is thus the

area between the dT curve and the horizontal axis on this interval. In this first example, because

of carbon leakage, payoffs of the developing country 2 are almost unaffected by the magnitude

of technology spillovers. However, an increase in technology spillovers mostly benefits country 1

(although these benefits are marginally decreasing as the benefits of abatements are concave). As

a result, transfers are always positive. That is, in addition to allow the developing country to freely

copy its technology, the developed country also pays the other to accept technology to diffuse.

Because x does not vary with γ , only the first effect of Proposition 3 plays a role here.

This is not always true however. Figure 4 plots the respective equilibrium payoffs and tech-
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Figure 3: Example of payoffs and bargaining outcome when ∂x∗
∂γ

= 0.

nology levels of the two countries using the benefit function of the first example of Section 2.9

In this example, spillovers increase the equilibrium level of technology for most values of γ . The

marginal impact of spillovers on payoffs and the solution to the bargaining problem are plotted in

Figure 5. We can see that, unlike the previous example, the initial increase in technology benefits

country 2 and therefore, marginal transfers should be initially negative (for instance between γ = 0

and γ = 0.05). That is, for low values of γ , the developing country should buy technology invented

in the developed country.10 In this case, the second effect (the impact on technology investment x)

prevails.

Next, Figure 6 plots the equilibrium payoffs and technology levels of the two countries using

the benefit function of the second example of Section 2.11 In this case, spillovers decrease the level

of technology for all values of γ . The marginal impact of spillovers on payoffs and the solution to

the bargaining problem are plotted in Figure 7. This time, transfers are always positive. The initial

increase in technology spillovers provokes a decrease in technology investments, which makes

country 2 worse-off. Both effects identified in Proposition 3 go in the same direction. Therefore,

compensation from country 1 to country 2 is necessary but not sufficient for a larger technology

9The equilibrium abatements in the second stage are given by a∗1 = 2x
1+(1+γ)x and a∗2 = γ

2x
1+(1+γ)x . The equilibrium

investment in the first stage is the solution to x∗ = argmaxx− (2−a∗1−a∗2)
2

2 − (a∗1)
2

2x − x.
10Note, however, that if country 2 had a lower bargaining power, negative transfers could occur more often.
11The equilibrium abatements in the second stage are given by a∗1 =

4x
1+(1+γ)2x and a∗2 = γ

4x
1+(1+γ)2x . The equilibrium

investment in the first stage is the solution to x∗ = argmaxx−(2−a∗1−a∗2)
2− (a∗1)

2

2x − x.
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Figure 4: Equilibrium payoffs and technology investment, case 1

Figure 5: Equilibrium transfers when spillovers increase investment in technology

diffusion to occur. Indeed, it is also necessary that the contracted rise in technology spillovers be

enforceable for country 1 to carry out the monetary transfers. This assumes binding contracts and

is independent of the respective bargaining powers. The dilemma for the developed country is thus

that it is precisely in cases where it needs to transfer money in order to increase spillovers, that it

has reasons to believe that additional absorptive capacities will never be built up in the developing

country.
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Figure 6: Equilibrium payoffs and technology investment, case 2

Figure 7: Equilibrium transfers when spillovers decrease investment in technology

b. Heterogenous impact of climate change

So far, we have assumed the impact of climate change to be identical on both countries. We now

consider that climate change may affect countries differently. There is indeed a large body of

evidence supporting that benefits from global abatements vary widely across regions (Intergovern-

mental Panel for Climate Change, 2014). In particular, developing regions would be most heavily

affected by climate change.

We focus on the two following payoff functions, building on the previous case where equilib-
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Figure 8: Marginal transfers among heterogenous countries when dx∗
dγ

= 0.

rium investment in technology is independent of spillovers:

π1 = log(a1 +a2)−
a2

1
2x
− x (34)

π2 = s.log(a1 +a2)−
a2

2
2γx

(35)

with s ≥ 1 representing the differential impact of benefits from abatements on the developing

country. We present, in Figure 8, the evolution of the marginal transfers for different values of

s.12 The higher s, the higher the developing country gains from an increase in γ . Therefore, for

s sufficiently high, country 2 will generally accept technology diffusion and will even pay for it.

However, for very low values of γ , monetary transfers from country 1 to country 2 shall accompany

an increase in technology spillovers. The initial impact of technology diffusion is a massive switch

of the effort from country 1 to country 2. As aggregate equilibrium abatements are low, country

2 desperately needs additional abatements on which country 1 can potentially free ride. For low

values of γ , country 2’s access to technology is very limited and a small increase in technology

spillovers implies a huge decrease in country 2’s abatement costs.

12The equilibrium outcomes are respectively a∗1 =
√

x
γs+1 , a∗2 = γs

√
x

γs+1 and x∗ = 1
2 .
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6 Discussion and conclusion

The most important implication of our results is that, within a non-cooperative framework, the

strategic response of investments in developed countries can jeopardize the effect of an increase in

technology spillovers on climate change mitigation. As cross-country spillovers increase, devel-

oped countries can reduce investments and take the increased capability of developing countries

as an opportunity to shift the costs of climate change mitigation. Therefore, transferring climate

technologies from developed to developing countries might also mean transferring the burden of

climate change mitigation. In this case, it implies winners and losers and raises a huge equity issue.

Nonetheless, these adverse effects can be attenuated if investments in climate sound technol-

ogy increase with technology spillovers. This type of response limits the adverse effect of the

carbon leakage induced by an improvement in developing countries’ absorptive capacities. More-

over, it alleviates the potential negative effect on developing countries’ welfare. It is therefore

crucial to make sure that an increase in technology spillovers leads to a rise in clean technology

investments. However, predicting technological adjustment in developed countries depends on the

curvature of their benefit function. This calls for tricky and difficult empirical work.

In fact, this model provides a rationale for developing countries to require a commitment on

technology investments. If technology investments can only increase, carbon leakage is attenuated

and the effects on climate change mitigation are higher. Developing countries would just enjoy a

cost reduction and in turn, would provide more abatement that developed countries would bene-

fit from. Therefore, our model shows that this type of partial cooperative framework is good for

both developed and developing countries. In this perspective, a commitment on technology invest-

ments may be more crucial than a commitment on abatements. When investments in technology

are guaranteed not to decrease, an increase in technology spillovers always benefits both countries

and increases the level of abatements, even if these are not decided cooperatively. With regard to

current international negotiations on climate change that are stuck because no country wants to

commit to a predetermined level of abatement, this implication is very important.

In this paper, we have also shown that even if socially desirable, technology transfers may
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be difficult to implement in practice when the benefits of such a process are not clearly deter-

mined. Before cutting a deal, countries must identify the actual gains of each player. If technology

investments in developed countries positively respond to an increase in cross-country spillovers,

additional monetary transfers are low and technology transfers could even be bought at a strictly

positive price by developing countries. However, if the adverse carbon leakage effect is not suffi-

ciently attenuated by technology investment response, developed countries will disproportionately

gain from a rise in spillovers and the latter should come with substantial additional monetary

transfers to developing countries. Without sufficient (symmetric) information on the shape of the

benefit curve, countries may be reluctant to accept a deal if they fear to be worse off or more gen-

erally, to be exploited by receiving only a small share of the increased aggregate welfare generated

by a rise in technology spillovers. Additionally, developed countries may fear to be ripped off by

paying for technology transfers to a country that would not implement them. This is so unless

agreements resulting from bargaining are enforceable.

Finally, unlike the idea that developed countries make double efforts by abating and providing

technology, this model shows that providing clean technologies is good for rich countries. While

this is true for a country as an entity, it clearly raises an issue regarding incentives for firms to

innovate if the innovations are not patent-protected. Research subsidies may well be one way to

foster innovations.

As this paper is a first attempt to explore the issue of the impact of spillovers on investment in

green technology we identify one avenue for future research. In this model, the role of uncertainty

has been disregarded. However, climate change mitigation and clean technology innovations are

subject to uncertainty. It would be relevant to explore how the results of this paper would change

within an uncertain framework.
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A Mathematical Appendix

A.1 Proof of Lemma 1

In this proof, we analyze the second stage subgame. From equations (15) and (16), we can derive

the slopes of the best-responses a1(a2,x,γ) and a2(a1,x,γ):

da1

da2
=

da2

da1
=

−b′′

(b′′− c′′)
∈ (−1,0) (36)

As a result, the game has a unique and stable equilibrium.

Next, if we assume that x is held constant, then we have that:

∂ 2π2

∂a2∂γ
=− ∂ 2c

∂a2∂γ
≥ 0 (37)

It follows that π2 displays increasing differences in (a2,γ).

An increase in γ induces a positive shift in player 2’s best response a2(a1,x,γ). As the best

responses a1(a2,x,γ) and a2(a1,x,γ) both have a slope belonging to (−1,0), the subsequent de-

crease in a∗1 is less than proportional to the increase in a∗2. As a result, we have that (a∗1 +a∗2) must

increase with γ . It follows that ∂a∗2/∂γ ≥ 0 and ∂a∗1/∂γ ≤ 0 and ∂ (a∗1 +a∗2)/∂γ ≥ 0.

A.2 Proof of Claim 1

Thanks to the Implicit Function Theorem, we have that

 ∂a∗1
∂x
∂a∗2
∂x

=− 1
( 1

γx +
1
x )b
′′− 1

γx
1
x

 b′′− 1
γx −b′′

−b′′ b′′− 1
x

 −a∗1
x2

− a∗2
γx2

 (38)

As a result, we have:

∂a∗1
∂x

=
−a∗1

x2
1
γx

( 1
γx +

1
x )b
′′− 1

γx
1
x

≥ 0 (39)

∂a∗2
∂x

=
− a∗2

γx2
1
x

( 1
γx +

1
x )b
′′− 1

γx
1
x

≥ 0 (40)
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A.3 Proof of Corollary 1

From equation (17), we know that a∗2 = γa∗1. Replacing this value in equation (40) in the proof of

Lemma 1, it follows directly that
∂a∗2
∂x

= γ
∂a∗1
∂x
≤ ∂a∗1

∂x
(41)

for γ ∈ [0,1].

A.4 Proof of Proposition 2

For an increase in γ , the total effect on payoff of country 1 is given by:

dπ1

dγ
=

∂b
∂a

da∗1
dγ

+
∂b
∂a

da∗2
dγ
− ∂c

∂a1

da∗1
dγ
− ∂c

∂x
∂x∗1
∂γ
−α

∂x∗1
∂γ

=
∂b
∂a

(
∂a∗2
∂x

∂x∗

∂γ
+

∂a∗2
∂γ

)
− ∂c

∂x
∂x∗

∂γ
−α

∂x∗

∂γ

=
∂b
∂a

∂a∗2
∂γ

+

(
∂b
∂a

∂a∗2
∂x
− ∂c

∂x
−α

)
∂x∗

∂γ

=
∂b
∂a

∂a∗2
∂γ

(42)

as at equilibrium,
(

∂b
∂a

∂a∗2
∂x −

∂c
∂x −α

)
= 0 (see condition (20)). The sign of equation (42) is clearly

positive as ∂b/∂a≥ 0 by assumption and ∂a∗2/∂γ ≥ 0 thanks to Lemma 1.

For an increase in γ , the total effect on payoff of country 2 is given by:

dπ2

dγ
=

∂b
∂a

da∗1
dγ

+
∂b
∂a

da∗2
dγ
− ∂c

∂a2

da∗2
dγ
− ∂c

∂x
∂x∗

∂γ
− ∂c

∂γ

=
∂b
∂a

da∗1
dγ
− ∂c

∂x
∂x∗

∂γ
− ∂c

∂γ

(43)

thanks to the envelop theorem. We have ∂b/∂a > 0, ∂c/∂x < 0 and ∂c/∂γ < 0 by assumption. However,

we have that ∂x∗/∂γ and da∗1/dγ are ambiguous by Proposition 1. It follows that the sign of equation

(43) is ambiguous.
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A.5 Proof of Proposition 3

If spillovers are not contractible and π2(γh) < π2(γl), country 2 may accept a monetary transfer,

but has no incentive to actually implement transfers. Hence, it is not credible at accepting a deal

whenever condition (26) is not fulfilled, and technology spillovers γh are not part of an equilibrium.

If technology spillovers are contractible or π2(γh)≥ π2(γl), the developed country 2 is credible at

implementing the additional technology. Hence, a Nash bargaining with bargaining power β to the

developing country 2 implies a transfer from country 1 to country 2 equal to the difference between

a share β of the additional surplus generated by the technology spillovers and the additional surplus

obtained by country 2. This is, using (42) and (43),

T (γl,γh) = β [(π1(γh)−π1(γl))+(π2(γh)−π2(γl))]− (π2(γh)−π2(γl))

= β

∫
γh

γl

(
dπ1

dγ
+

dπ2

dγ
)dγ−

∫
γh

γl

dπ2

dγ
dγ

= β

∫
γh

γl

∂b
∂a

∂a∗2
∂γ

dγ− (1−β )
∫

γh

γl

(
∂b
∂a

da∗1
dγ
− ∂c

∂x
∂x∗

∂γ
− ∂c

∂γ
)dγ. (44)

If spillovers are not contractible, and π2(γh) < π2(γl), the equilibrium level of spillovers is either

γl or, if there exists γi ∈ (γl,γh) such that π2(γi) ≥ π2(γl), a pair {γi,Ti}, with Ti = T (γl,γi) =∫
γi
γl
[ ∂b

∂a(β
∂a2
∂γ
− (1−β )da1

dγ
)+(1−β )( ∂c

∂x
∂x
∂γ

+ ∂c
∂γ
)]dγ .
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